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Tuesday, October 12, 2021

A Furry Face Around Campus

Local puppy Falkor is a popular face around the Saint Mary’s campus. (Image Courtesy
of Writer)
BY: DAVID GARZA
NEWS REPORTER

Although Falkor may appear
cute and harmless on the outside, he has a distinct purpose: to
provide physical and emotional
support to former combat veterans. His owner, Stephen Eberly,
wants everyone to know about
the benefits of a service dog,
how they support veterans, and
Falkor’s impact on the newlyopened Veterans Resource Center.
You’ve probably seen him
around campus. He’s friendly,
and good-looking, not to mention an aspiring IG model. The
only drawbacks are that he’s a
little short, very furry, and not
terribly talkative. Meet Falkor,
the service dog of SMC. Falkor
belongs to Stephen Eberly, 43,
a former Iraq War veteran and
current SMC student.

Falkor’s journey with Stephen
began back in March 2019. Stephen met Falkor through the Animal Rescue Foundation (ARF) for
Vets in Walnut Creek. But being
paired together didn’t mean that
Stephen could take Falkor home
right away.
“The way it works is that they
have to test the dog to see if he
has the aptitude to get trained”
Stephen explains. “He has to go
through tests to make sure that
he’s able to perform the tasks
that are asked of him. He has
to go through a public access
test, where we take him out in
public to make sure that he’s
well-behaved and doesn’t act the
way other dogs would in public.
The entire process takes about
a year.”
Once the arduous process
has been completed, Falkor is
left with a wide array of skills.
Falkor’s main responsibilities

are to identify, alert, and alleviate. Falkor helps to calm down
Stephen when he’s agitated, and
reminds him when it’s time to
take his medications.
“The way it works is that Falkor
pays attention to what I’m doing” Stephen says. “They key in
on your pheromones and start
to figure out what’s going on.
Service dogs chemically know
when you’re getting to the point
that you need their help.”
When Falkor performs a skill
properly, Stephen captures it
by rewarding him so that he can
know to repeat it.
But Falkor’s closest activity
has quite the calming effect on
his owner.
“This is a process known as
deep pressure therapy, and basically, that’s where Falkor lies
down on top of me, and the pressure is meant to alleviate stress”
Stephen says. “Where other dogs
might run away, Falkor stays
close by. Currently, I’m training
him so that he can alert me when
people are close by. But that one’s
a work in progress.”
But Falkor’s impact on Stephen’s far surpasses practical
needs. Falkor’s biggest effect is
emotional.
“I like when you’re walking
around campus with a dog, and
it’s like he has a softening effect
on you. Suddenly, you’re known
as the guy with the dog” Stephen
muses. “And it’s a great sign
for other veterans to see when
they’re on campus. Falkor tells
them they can hang out, that
they’re welcome.”
As Vice President of the Veterans and Military Affiliated Gaels
(VMAG), Stephen works to make
sure that student veterans feel
supported after they return to
the rigors of school and civilian
life. Their designated hang-out
spot is the Veteran Resource
Center ( VRC) in Filippi Academic Hall, which opened a mere
two weeks ago.

The Redwood Grove, located at
the base of the Oakland Hills,
just past the exit from Moraga,
bring hikers and outdoor
enthusiasts to enjoy the tree’s
beauty and stature. However,
what visitors don’t expect is to
return back to their cars to notice the windows smashed and
all belongings of value missing.
In the afternoon on October
6th, a semi-large group of stu-

dents ventured out for an activity
in Saint Mary’s issued vans, leaving them parked in an open lot,
locked, and seemingly safe. In a
matter of what was recorded to
be an hour, unknown individuals
managed to smash the windows
and rifle through their belongings,
stealing phones, laptops, wallets,
keys, and even passports. During
this ravaging, there was only one
witness.
Alone in the van, a young Saint
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“To act upon one’s convictions while others wait,
To create a positive force in a world
where cynics abound,
To provide information to people when
it wasn’t available before,
To offer those who want it, a choice—”
—Ted Turner

where they received help
to clean the glass out and
reach the police.
Upon communicating
with the police, the resourceful group members
began using saved phones
to track the stolen ones to
help with an eventual discovery of their belongings.
Distraught, the students
returned to campus hopeful that the police were
doing all they could to find
the missing stuff.
As of the morning of October 7th, the individual’s
belongings had been found
in a dumpster in Oakland
by an anonymous person.
Electronics and other devices were still missing, but
multiple IDs and keys were
recovered with backpacks

ings gone.

and other valuables. As of now, there The author would like to thank all
is an active investigation and all those those who contributed to the completion of this article
involved are alert and working.

Exploring Keith + Kari
BY KAMRYN SOBEL
NEWS REPORTER

people. Subsequently, Kari says, “I
went over to interview strangers
about their experience in what had
changed and what had stayed the
same since they first visited. I gave
each person a ceramic ring in exchange for their stories.” Below this
text is a net of ceramic rings which
describe the number of people and
their experiences that they have
had at Stinson Beach and how this
landscape can bring a connection
amongst its visitors. As for the ceramic ring art piece itself, the way in
which it’s displayed represents the
coastline alongside each narrative.
Unfortunately due to COVID,
Kari’s original idea to explore Yosemite was no longer accessible.
From this point, she restructured
her narrative and began thinking
about the aesthetic elements of the
moon. In this section of the museum, another artist had sent Kari
bowls which inspired the interest
in the moon due to the shimmer
of the glaze and how they showed
a dark mysteriousness. To connect
to the work she was creating, Kari
contacted a professor to start this
process of creating soil that is on the
moon. With the seven ingredients
she already had in her studio, she
was able to replicate the soil for her

artwork.
Kari also “remaps the boundaries
of shifting fence lines surrounding Lake Lagunitas.” Throughout
this part of the exhibit, she shows
her fascination in how the fences
reframe Lake Lagunitas and what
it would be like to navigate in
that space with the fence lines.
In response, Kari created fence
sculptures, as it speaks to the notion of what it would look like if it
were to be restored. This portion
of the display features an email
correspondence between Kari and
a mountain biker sharing photos of
Lake Lagunitas.
Connecting to the Saint Mary’s
community, towards the end of
these displays is an area in which
students can think about these
larger questions and how it can be
self-applied as students return to
campus. With notecards and double-sided tape, students can draw
a picture about how their relationship with the campus has changed
or stayed the same.
To see more of the work on the
Keith + Kari exhibit, head to the
Saint Mary’s College Museum of
Art. Available for viewing until
December 12th.

As of September 15th, a new exhibit is on full display at the Saint
Mary ’s College Museum of Art.
This exhibit explores the artist
Kari Marboe responding to the
site-specific work of 20th century
artist, William Keith.
The artwork presented at the
museum explores questions of
what has changed and what has
stayed the same. Starting with the
inspiration of Kari’s work, William Keith is known for creating
large, majestic paintings of the
American west. With these paintings, he helped advocate for the
conservation of the land, as many
people in the surrounding cities
didn’t have access to these given
landscapes. In an interview with
the MOA manager, Britt Royer, she
explains a particular painting of
Mount Tamalpais that is currently
on display: “Here, there is a very
dramatic sky with the lighting and
the mountains in the background.
Approaching this painting once
again gives us questions on what
has changed and what has stayed
the same.” Looking more closely,
the Mill Valley Air Force Station
was built on one of the mountains
shown in the art piece, which physically changed its structure. Next
to this painting are ceramic forms
of Kari’s thought process on how
to respond to what it would look
like if the peak were to be restored.
In terms of Kari’s ceramic forms,
her style as an artist is minimalistic and very interested in simple
shapes and forms. She explores
materiality, such as the brightness of the soil. Kari takes soil dirt
samples of the earth or the places
she explores and incorporates the
material into the clay sculptures.
Another area that is currently
on display is Conversations with
Strangers at Stinson Beach. In this
part of the exhibit, Kari interviews
strangers on how this particular
beach has changed for them since
before the pandemic and now.
Within these stranger inquiries,
it explores how one place can have Artist Kari Marboe responds to artist William Keith; currently displayed at the Saint Mary’s
multiple meanings to different College Museum of Art
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NEWS
Cutting
Counseling
BY KIERA O’HARA-HEINZ
NEWS REPORTER

After almost a year and a half of primarily online classes, September marked Saint
Mary’s return to in-person instruction.
Despite being celebrated by some as a
mark of “returning to normal,” the return
to campus has brought upon new mental
health challenges for some SMC students.
Students seeking mental health services
on campus may find that their offerings
have changed since last year. Due to budget
cuts brought on by the pandemic, CAPS
was forced to decrease the number of appointments offered to students. Founded
this year, the Mental Health club aims to
fill this void.
According to Cynthia Cutshall, the Associate Director of Clinical Services and
Operations and Outreach Coordinator at
SMC’s Counseling and Psychological Services, the COVID -19 pandemic has negatively impacted students’ mental health
and caused some students to seek services
who hadn’t previously sought them.
“During the pandemic, students who
were already struggling with mental health
issues noticed an increase in their symptoms,” Cutshall said. “The folks who had
never, you know, struggled with mental
health stuff before were noticing some
symptoms. And that’s just been the broader
context in which we’re operating.”
This trend has been examined on a greater level, with many researchers interested
in the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic
on mental health. A CDC study conducted
in July 2020, found that 40.9% of the 5,470
respondents surveyed reported adverse
behavioral or mental health as a result of
the COVID-19 pandemic, with 30.9% of respondents reporting symptoms of anxiety

and depression. The prevalence of anxiety
symptoms was three times higher than it
was in a similar study conducted before the
pandemic in 2019, and the prevalence of depression symptoms was four times higher.
Cutshall says that with the return to
campus, many students have reported that
although it feels good to be back in person,
they are also feeling very overwhelmed.
Christina Giosso, the Public Relations
Officer of Mental Health Club, believes
that there is an increased need for mental
health services on campus with the return
of students to campus.
“The past two semesters everyone was
online, either zooming from home or from
their dorms, which was completely isolating,” Giosso said. “I think there has been a
large adjustment with the transition from
online to in-person, not only academically,
but socially as well.”
Natalie Totah, the President of the Mental Health Club, agrees and cites the transition back into in-person learning, and the
large adjustment first and second-year
students may be facing being on campus
for the first time this year, as reasons for
an increase in the demand in mental health
services.
Despite this perceived increase in demand, Cutshall says that the demand for
services that CAPS is facing is quite average.
“I just ran the numbers last week, we’re
pretty comparable to what we were two
years ago during the last sort of normal
non-pandemic year. So we’ve seen a similar
number of students compared to 2019,”
Cutshall said.
Cutshall says that budget issues caused
by the pandemic led to college-wide staffing
cuts. She says that these staffing cuts have
caused CAPS to reduce their session limit
from ten sessions a year, to eight sessions,
in order to meet the needs of the student
population.
“So last year we offered 10 sessions, and

A Furry Face Around Campus
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

“Veterans aren’t usually
the type to advocate for
themselves” Stephen admits. “But it’s good for them
to be surrounded by other
vets, who can relate a lot
better to what they’re going
through than the typical
college student.”
Veterans at SMC often
face unique challenges that
can’t always be answered by
the school. “One of the guys
who came in here, the admin told him he didn’t have
to take another Jan Term
course because he was in
his fifth year, but the other
vets were like ‘No, you have
to take Jan Term to count as
a full-time student and get
your maximum benefits’.”
Stephen appreciates the
school’s efforts to set up a
space for veterans, but feels
that the VRC is still in its
infancy.

“Eventually, I want the VRC
to be like the next IC [Intercultural Center],” Stephen
says when pressed on what
he wants the ultimate vision
of the VRC to look like. “You
know the IC started out as a
club back in 2009. And eventually more people got involved
and it became what it is today.
I’d like to see the same thing
happen to the VRC.”
For now, Stephen’s main
objective is to spread awareness of the VRC and to bring
in other students to help set
up events.
“We’re welcome to anyone
who is good at events or wants
to help out, or spread the word
to other students” Stephen
says. “I was talking to one of
the younger vets who comes
in, and he says that everyone’s
on Instagram now. Maybe we
could make Falkor the face of
the VRC Instagram” He adds
with a laugh.

before the pandemic, it was 12. We had
some significant staffing cuts,” Cutshall
said. “ We’ve had to reduce our session
limit in order to meet the needs of all the
students who need these services.”
The exact figures of these budget cuts are
not publicly available information. When
contacted to comment on the issue, Susan
Collins, the Vice President for Finance
and Administration, said that as a matter
of policy, Saint Mary’s does not provide
information about specific departments’
budgets.
Cutshall emphasizes the importance
of supporting the mental health needs of
students during what she describes as a
particularly difficult time. She hopes that
once the college finds itself on firmer financial footing, CAPS will be able to refill
the vacant positions.
According to Totah, although the budget
cuts faced by CAPS were unavoidable, they
have a detrimental effect on the student
body. “I have heard comments around campus before the pandemic surrounding the
lack of supply with high demand at CAPS,
so I cannot imagine her students might be
struggling with this major change,” Totah
said.
Giosso echoed a similar point. “Already
students have a hard time with scheduling
appointments and it can take a lot of courage to do so,” Giosso said. They should feel
supported and know that these services
are there for them.” Giosso also notes that
other mental health services are often expensive and can be inaccessible for many
individuals.
The reduction in sessions offered by
CAPS has motivated Totah to promote the
Mental Health Club’s mission of supporting students. “This major change gives me
more motivation and drives to expand our
club on campus,” Totah said. “To give students an alternative if they are not able to
secure a regular appointment schedule or
an appointment at all at CAPS.”

Campus
Calendar
Indigenous People’s Day
Monday, October 11th
9:00 a.m. to 11:45 p. m.
Location: Center for
Women & Gender Equity
National Coming Out Day
Monday, October 11th
12:00 p.m. to 3:00 p.m.
Intercultural Center
Data Science Info Session
Tuesday, October 12th
11:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m
Location: Galileo 202
Collective Hours:
Fandom Experiences
Tuesday, October 12th
5:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.
Queer Thoughts
Wednesday, October 20th
3:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.
Exploring Masculinity
Tuesday, October 26
5:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.
The Struggle for Perfection:
The Female Athlete’s Body
Thursday, October 14th
5:30 p.m. to 6:30 p.m.
Location: The
Intercultural Center
Contact:
theIC@stmarys-ca.edu
Transfer Student
Throwback Thursday Lunch
Wednesday, October 12th
12:00 pm to 2:00 pm
Location: Cafe Louis Quad
En- Gendering Creation
Anew: A Conversation
with Paul Schutz
Tuesday, October 12th
5:30 p.m. to 6:30 p.m.
Location: Hagerty Lounge
No Struggle: No Story—
Using Art to Inspore
Real Life Change
Wednesday, October 13th
7:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.
Location: Online
Stress Relief Snacks
Thursday, October 14th
8:30 a.m. to 11:00 a.m.
Location: Ferrogiarro
Hall Quad
Midterm Study Night
Thursday, October 14th
5:00 p.m.
Location: Hagerty Lounge
Halloween Movie Night
Friday, October 15th
6:30 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
Location: Chapel Lawn
The Campus Calendar column
is a service highlighting major
events of the week. To include
your event, email details to
mkm16@stmarys-ca.edu
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OPINION
Religious Exemptions for Vaccines Should Not Exist
Since the announcement
of the wider mandate of
getting vaccinated against
Covid-19, Covid-19 deniers and vaccine resisters have kept busy finding
more and more loopholes
to justify their lack of care
for public health concerns.
A popular highlight within
the multitude of excuses
given by anti-vaxxers includes religious exemption claims, which is a
request made by a religious individual subject
to a vaccine requirement
to avoid such a requirement. As one might expect, this antagonism has
led to significant clashes
between employers and
leaders that wish to protect the public and those
that feel unfit to comply.
On Saint Mary’s campus, the provided option of
claiming exemption from
the Covid-19 vaccine due
to religious beliefs is a
controversial subject. According to the college’s
website, 97% of students
and faculty are vaccinated
against Covid-19, meaning that a small percentage of those on campus
have claimed an exemp-

tion, which begs the question “Is this justified?”
From the perspective of a
non-religious, pro-vaccine
advocate for protecting
the safety of others, using religion to justify not
getting vaccinated against
Covid-19 should not be
an option in either setting.
A quick Google search
reveals that no significant
religion actively opposes
being vaccinated against
Covid-19. According to
NPR journalist Laurel
Wamsley, many religious
groups, including Jehovah’s Witnesses and the
Catholic Church, have issued statements that contradict the very existence
of the option of claiming
religious exemption. Pope
Francis, the pope of the
Catholic church, has also
voiced his opinion on the
COVID-19 vaccine, referring to it as an “act of love.”
Seeing that Saint Mary’s
is a religious college affiliated with the Catholic
Church, it should not be
a question whether or not
those living and learning
on-campus may be exempt
from the Covid-19 vaccine
due to religious reasons.
However, for some reason,
the College (and a large

Public health is not a matter of personal choice. (Image courtesy of the Los Angeles Times)

percentage of universities in
the United States) are accepting religious exemptions as a
form of permission to let educators and students on campus. While it may seem like
a minuscule detail, the availability of this as an option
leads me to question how far
institutions will go to garner
as much tuition as possible.
These revelations lead me
to question the honest truth
behind this faith-backed excuse. In my opinion, it seems
highly likely that many vaccine resisters that seek an
exemption from the vaccine
are making an excuse to jus-

tify their lack of concern
for the general public and
distrust of the American
government.
According
to the Associated Press,
Chief medical advisor Anthony Fauci has expressed
concerns that people who
resist vaccination against
Covid-19 due to religious
reasons are not making legitimate claims. I share this
concern, and question why
any employer or institution would ever consider
approving a religious exemption. While the United
States of America has been
known as “the land of the

free,” the quest for personal
freedom should not apply
in a health crisis as dire as
the Covid-19 pandemic.
As all Gaels are (hopefully) aware, Saint Mary’s
is guided by the five Lasallian Core Principles,
which include: concern for
the poor and social justice,
faith in the presence of God,
quality education, respect
for all persons, and inclusive community. Let us all
have respect for one another by getting vaccinated
against Covid-19 in order
to promote the safety and
health of our fellow Gaels.

Santa Clara University Grapples with Sexual Assaults
Less than a month into the 2021-2022 school year, there have been 30 assaults reported.

With the recent events of
the #MeToo and #TimesUp movements, there must
be a zero-tolerance policy
against sexual assault and
sexual harassment. Student
safety is the number one
priority of any university.
However, Santa Clara University, whose school year
started September 30th, reported numerous sexual assaults early on in the term.
The situation begs the question, how did the University get here? According to
KRON-4 News, most of the
cases have occurred at offcampus parties and involved
the use of date rape drugs.
Although Santa Clara University argues that it does
follow the correct procedures, it can be tricky to handle off-campus situations.
According to Santa Clara
University, the school has
received three reports of
sexual assaults that occurred

off-campus. Although, officially, there have only been
three cases reported, it is
not surprising that survivors do not come forward;
at times, there can be shame
and guilt associated with
sexual assault and the idea
of going to a school to report
a sexual assault. A couple
of years ago, a case at Stanford ended with convicted
rapist Brock Turner getting
three months in jail because
the judge thought that he
“came from a good family.”
The Mercury News reports
that according to “RAINN
(Rape, Abuse & Incest National Network), which operates the National Sexual
Assault Hotline, said that
20% of female students ages
18 to 24 report sexual violence allegations to law enforcement compared to 32%
of women in the same age
group who aren’t students,
citing U.S. Department of
Justice statistics.” Furthermore, the data reveals

that the main reasons why
women did not report their
assaults differed: “Twentysix percent of female students said they didn’t report
because “it was a personal
matter” and 20% said it was
due to “fear of reprisal.”
The data is startling. For
years, college students have
had to deal with the reality
of going to a party and possibly being raped and then
afraid to report to authorities or the college because of
fear of retaliation. Colleges
and universities have made
an effort to have resources
available on campus, but
there is still a reluctance
from students to reach out
and try to use the support
that the campus provides for
them. The cost of reporting
sometimes means revealing
the most traumatic incident
of your life to a stranger who
does with the information
what they feel is right, and
there is a loss of privacy.
Although colleges and uni-

versities must do their best
to eliminate sexual assault,
one must question their role
in these situations. If a survivor wants to press charges,
why does the university need
to be involved, not just the
authorities? This question
does not mean that students
should not go to universities
to reach out for help if they
feel comfortable confiding
in someone. Counselors on
campus will help the survivor process the assault and
provide resources if they
want to report. However, it
is still important to question the effectiveness of the
college processes in how
to report a sexual assault.
There are massive discrepancies between assaults and
the amount that the university is aware of. Bureaucracy
has no place on a college
campus when someone is
violated, and sadly there are
often roadblocks to survivors reporting, which means
situations such as Santa

Clara University occur.
In order for students to
succeed academically, the
campus must support them
emotionally,
especially
when trauma is involved.
Students who survive sexual assaults should not have
to go through barriers and
roadblocks to reach out for
help in one of their lowest moments. If colleges
streamlined the process,
established total confidentiality, and worked with
law enforcement to create
accountability,
students
would know that sexual assault will not be accepted.
We must protect survivors
and punish the criminals,
not the other way around.
If you or someone you
know is a victim of sexual or domestic violence,
SMC’s
CARE
Center
is here to support you
h t t p s : // w w w. s t m a r y s c a . e d u /s e x u a l - a s sa u l t and-violence-prevention
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FEATURE
Orinda Names New Police Chief

Ryan Sullivan has been hired as Orinda’s new chief of police and is ready for the opportunity to serve Orinda and help make the community a safer place for all

After serving the community for almost two
years, the Orinda City
Council announced that
David Cook was retiring
from his position as the
chief of police on August
18th, 2021. Fast forward
one month later, and the
hiring of Ryan Sullivan as
Orinda’s new police chief
was made official. After a
thorough review of qualified candidates, Sullivan
stood out as being the best
for the job. “I’m very excited to be here,” he said.
The Orinda City Council followed the normal
protocols when searching
for candidates to fill this
important position. David
Biggs, the City Manager of
Orinda, described the hiring process as being routine. “Orinda has a contract
with the county sheriff’s
department for policing
services, who provided the
city with three pre-qualified candidates for the
position, all of whom had
ranks of lieutenant or higher.” Biggs then conducted
a process to have those

candidates interviewed by
Orinda’s executive management team and city
council members to determine who would be the
best fit from a community
perspective. Out of that bin,
Biggs extended the offer to
Lieutenant Ryan Sullivan.
Before accepting this position, Sullivan had been
working in Martinez at
the Contra Costa County
Emergency
Operations
Center as the Lieutenant
responsible for internal affairs. When this opportunity arose, Sullivan was very
excited, due in part to his
family’s deep-rooted ties
to the Lamorinda area. His
family came to Lafayette
in 1847, and growing up
there always made the possibility of working in the
area attractive to Sullivan.
When asked about what
made Sullivan stand out
during the hiring process,
Biggs noted he was lucky
enough to have three great
candidates to choose from.
But Sullivan’s experience
with internal affairs in addition to his familiarity
with the area made him the
right choice for the job. “He

brings the right tone to the
job as far as being someone
who would like to work
with and engage in the
community, which is very
important here in Orinda.”
Fire prevention and emergency preparedness are
some of the first day-today operations that Police Chief Sullivan will
be working with the city
council on, since Orinda
has many areas referred
to as “very high fire severity zones.” Continuing to
reach out to the community will also be keyed on, as
Orinda is working to bring
back their neighborhood
watch program. But, given
the microscope that police
departments
throughout
the country have been under ever since the murder
of George Floyd, the chief
of police may have more
responsibilities than are
listed in the job description.
Collin Fisher is a student at Saint Mary’s, and
is the student co-chair for
the Black Lives Matter
Subcommittee on campus. When asked what
he would like to see from
the new chief of police,

Fisher said that he believes
there is a lot that can still
be done by the Lamorinda
police departments to help
with racial injustice. “I
would want to see more
work towards lessening
implicit bias and discrimination towards BIPOC individuals that live in the
Lamorinda area.” Fisher
added that having diversity training that educates
on concepts like implicit
bias and cultural norms is
also important, because
being able to understand
these factors when dealing with people of different
ethnic backgrounds will
allow for better communication between the police
and social justice groups.
Police Chief Sullivan understands the importance
of policing given the political climate that this
country is in. One of the
responsibilities that Sullivan believes police chiefs
owe to their communities
is being compassionate and
ethical. “Ethical policing is
every chief’s responsibility. Doing so at all times
will provide the level of
service that the commu-

nity deserves. Everybody
deserves this when dealing
with the police.” Sullivan
went on to say that he has
high expectations for himself and his police department, and wants to have a
police force that is highly
vested in the community.
“Although they [Orinda
Police] might not live in
the Orinda, I want them to
police as if their kids were
walking to school, or their
significant other was going
to work in this community.
I expect us all to be present,
visible, proactive, compassionate, and ethical.”
Ryan Sullivan’s impressive resume and family ties
show a strong commitment
for this next stage in his career. Having the honor to
work in Lamorinda, given
his family’s history in the
area, made this opportunity
a dream come true, “It’s
incredible. If my grandfather was alive he would
be extremely excited. He
had an attachment from
growing up in Lafayette
as a child, so being able to
work in the Lamorinda area
and hold the position of
Chief of Police would’ve
made him pretty proud.”

The Price of Privacy: HIPPA privacy laws complicate the implementation of COVID-19 prevention policy at Saint Mary’s
With the return of students to campus, life may
appear to be returning back
to normal, but with three
COVID-19 cases on campus within the last fourteen days and 25 cumulative cases this semester, the
pandemic is not over yet.
To protect students, Saint
Mary’s has instituted a
number of policy measures
and precautions. Yet, with
two major measures—the
vaccine mandate and contact tracing—enforcement
is lax and the responsibility belongs to the students.
While scrolling through
the COVID-19 News and
Resources page on Saint
Mary’s website, students
can find the form to self report a positive COVID-19
test result. This form asks
students a range of questions, including a question
asking them to list their
recent contacts with whom
they were within six feet
of for fifteen minutes or
more. Because of this current system, students are
only notified that they have

been exposed to COVID-19
if they have been listed.
According to Gina Zetts,
the project manager for
Saint Mary’s COVID-19 coordination council, the issue of contact tracing can
be further complicated in
a classroom setting, where
a lack of assigned seats can
make exposure to coronavirus unclear. Nonetheless, a “shared classroom
space won’t necessarily mean a close contact”
Zetts says that the responsibility of notifying
the contact tracing team of
possible exposures belongs
to the person who tested
positive. If the student is
unwilling or unable to give
information to the contact
tracing team, the team will
then work with the faculty
member in a class. Despite
this, students could have
a classmate test positive
for COVID and not be notified. Zetts says that this
is because of privacy laws
that are meant to protect
the identity of the person who tested positive.
HIPPA privacy laws have
led to other complications
in Coronavirus prevention
policy. According to the

San Francisco Chronicle,
nearby schools like San
Francisco State, Stanford,
and UC Berkeley have had
trouble verifying the authenticity of vaccination
cards. Few local schools are
matching the cards against
the state of California’s immunization records. The
records are only available
to health center employees due to HIPPA privacy
laws, which minimizes the
workforce for this task.
At Saint Mary’s, the health
center has been working in
conjunction with Contra
Costa County to verify the
authenticity of vaccination
cards. According to Zetts,
vaccination cards from
within Contra Costa County have been easy to verify,
but cards from outside the
county have been more
difficult to check against
immunization
records.
Senior Liesl Pieters from
Belgium was surprised
by how basic the process for COVID-19 vaccination cards are in the
United States, and thinks
it is a bit too simple.
“A vaccination card is not
seen as an official document in Belgium,” Pieters

said. “We all have to get a
Covid-19 vaccination certificate from the European
Union that is used for bars,
restaurants, and travel.
The document has a QR
code that cannot be faked
and must go through a
whole verification process.”
Despite the possibility
for unvaccinated students
and faculty to submit fake
vaccination cards, Zetts
does not believe that this
is a serious issue on campus, and instead thinks
that this all comes down
to trusting one another.
“Although we’re continuing to do our best as
cards come in,” Zett said,
“at some point, we need
to trust our community,
trust our students that
they’re being honest with
us, and trust that they’re
holding themselves to as
high standards as we are.”
SMC Junior Skyler Clouse
disagrees, believing that
Saint Mary’s is putting too
much trust into its students
and should have more
rules for who is allowed to
come on campus while the
pandemic is still going on.
“Although we should be
able to trust our student

body and faculty members when it comes to vaccination against Covid-19,
there are always people
who abuse our trust and
can bring the virus onto
campus,”
Clouse
said.
Pieters feels confused about
the possible lack of verification of vaccine cards since
she returned to campus with
the assumption that everyone would be vaccinated.
“They were so strict about
saying you cannot come
on campus if you were
not vaccinated, but in the
end it does not seem like
they are really verifying
anything,” Pieters said.
Clouse’s objections on the
schools policy of “trusting
students” extends to the
exemptions students and
faculty could file to avoid
getting vaccinated. She believes that while religious
liberties should be respected, they should not be held
in a higher regard than
peoples safety and health.
“If you’re not getting
vaccinated, respect the
rest of your community
and don’t come to campus until the pandemic
dies down,” Clouse said.
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Campus Climate Survey
On September 27th, Saint Mary’s launched the Campus Climate Survey, giving students, faculty, and staff
the opportunity to use their voice and be part of future
change on campus. With diversity, equity, and inclusion in mind, Saint Mary’s is looking forward to creating a more welcoming and safe space for all members
of the community. This open survey demonstrates
Saint Mary’s mission to support community members
with mutual understanding and respect. By taking in
honest feedback and concerns, the administration
is willing to learn and improve the environment and
attitudes on campus.
The Campus Climate Survey has been in development since March of 2021. Saint Mary’s Climate Study
Working Group has chosen to work in partnership
with an external consultant, Rankin & Associates
Consulting, to maximize the survey’s most valuable
information. From creating the survey, analyzing the
data, and forming a plan of action, Rankin & Associates Consulting will be part of the process every step
of the way to ensure all possible perspectives will be
accounted for, as well as to eliminate any biases or
conflicts of interest.
Another benefit of an external partner is the complete confidentiality of the survey. The twenty to
thirty minute survey is taken off site from Saint Mary’s
associated databases and answers are sent directly
to the third party partner. Because of this complete
anonymity, participants are encouraged to be as honest as possible with their opinions and concerns of
their place in the community. Your participation is
essential to the future of life on campus. You can share
feedback on things you have loved about Saint Mary’s,
like the measures they have taken after the past two
transformative years the world went through. Or, take
this time to address the not-so-great moments and
experiences you have gone through on campus. Saint
Mary’s cannot improve the campus climate without
your stories and experiences. This is your time to bring
any issues you may have to the table. As the survey
touches on sensitive and personal topics, resources are

readily available for you throughout the
process, such as the SMC 24/7 CARE Line.
By April of 2022, analysis of the results
and data will be shared in a campus town
hall meeting with Rankin & Associates.
Implementation of action plans will begin
the following May. All participation is valued, even from those who may no longer
be on campus when plans are enforced.
Everyone is encouraged to be part of the
change Saint Mary’s is seeking. Once
you’ve completed the survey, you have
the opportunity to be entered in a weekly
raffle. A link will be provided at the end of
the survey, which will take you back to the
Saint Mary’s website to input your email.
Again, confidentiality is important and
there will be no connection of your identity from the raffle entry back to the survey.
Every Friday you’ll be in the running for
free SMC swag, an Amazon gift card, and
even an iPad.

The survey is open to all students, faculty
and staff until October 29th. You can access
the survey at rankinsurveys3.com/stmarysca/, or by scanning the QR code at the bottom of any Campus Climate Survey flyer.
It can be completed on a laptop, phone, or
tablet. To learn more about the survey, head
to www.stmarys-ca.edu/campus-climatesurvey. The mini site includes frequently
asked questions, a timeline of the survey,
members of the Climate Study Working
Group, resources, and more. To discuss any
questions, comments or concerns in person,
Dr. Kathy Littles and students are available
outside of Cafe Louis from 1 PM to 2:30 PM
every Wednesday.
*The 24/7 CARE Line (925-878-9207) is
available via phone call/text for support/resources related to sexual assault and violence
during the academic year.

The Return of Live Theatre
If you’ve been missing live theatre, you’re in luck.
Everybody, a play by Branden Jacobs-Jenkins, marks
the return of live performances for the Saint Mary’s
Theatre Program. A finalist for the 2018 Pulitzer Prize,
Everybody is a playful riff on the fifteenth-century
morality play Everyman. The Saint Mary’s production
will be performed in the Redwood Grove, a magical
natural setting and an iconic location for both students
and alumni. Guest director Daniel Larlham explains,
“Audiences who come to see Everybody should expect
to be surprised; it is an unusual offering, a site-specific
environmental show. As the action follows an ordinary
person on the journey towards life’s greatest mystery—
mortality itself—our production will be timed to map

onto the setting of the sun and the coming of darkness.”
This is something that has never been done before in
Saint Mary’s history!
In another twist on typical theatre, the lead character, “Everybody,” is being played by three different actors: Aero England, Naomi Kalter, and Xavier
Romero. Who will play “Everybody” on any given
night will be determined by a lottery at the start of
each performance.
For these Theatre majors, the production is especially meaningful. After the challenges posed to
live theatre during the pandemic, all are eager to get
back to what they love doing. Senior Naomi Kalter is
enthusiastic about “rehearsing in the fresh air and being together as a cast.” “The energy at rehearsals feels
different,” she says, “because everyone is so thankful
to be on stage again and to have this opportunity to
perform for a live audience.” The company of student
actors and crew members are adapting to a new way of
theatre and performance during their time rehearsing
outdoors.
Third-year student Xavier Romero has called this
“an adjustment,” but adds, “The actors have connected
in a way that wasn’t possible on Zoom or in our virtual
classrooms.”
Senior Aero England notes that Everybody is different from any show they’ve previously been part
of. “I’ve never done anything this existential before,”
England says. “I believe it’s going to make audience
members think a lot about their own lives, as well as
about death and its inevitability—themes extremely
relevant given everything we’ve been through since
2020.”
Director Daniel Larlham’s recent productions
(Dance Nation, Lysistrata, and Twelfth Night) were

lively performances and expressive pieces of art.
Larlham and his actors are finding humor and great
wisdom in Jacobs-Jenkins’ script. “Audiences should
expect a very vital, boisterous, and funny play,” says
Larlham, “one that’s full of life and ends with a sense
of poignancy and gravity that will touch their hearts.”
With in-person performances from Wednesday,
Nov. 3rd through Sunday, Nov. 7th, and a pre-recorded
video available on-demand on November 14th, there
are six chances to see the show. “We felt that it was
important to have a streaming option,” explains Theatre Program Director Deanna Zibello, “because some
people may not feel comfortable yet being in a crowd.”
With two ways to watch—as part of an adventurous
(masked) live audience or from the comfort of your
couch—you can’t miss this performance!
In-person performance dates:
Wednesday, November 3 (5 pm)
Thursday, November 4 (5 pm)
Friday, November 5 (5 pm)
Saturday, November 6 (5 pm)
Sunday, November 7 (4 pm)
Pre-recorded streaming option:
Sunday, November 14 (12:15 am to 11:45 pm)
Tickets limited – reserve early.
For tickets or more info, please visit stmarys-ca.edu/
everybody or call (925) 631-4670. $8 Students; $12
SMC Faculty/Staff/Non-SMC Students; $15 General
Please dress warmly and bring blankets. Masks will
be required for the audience, and Covid-19 regulations
will be followed.
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The Show That Has Everyone Asking: “What Is Squid
Game and Why Is It All Over My TikTok Feed?”
The K-drama known as “Squid Game” has taken the
world by storm. It has reached the No. 1 spot on Netflix in
90 different countries. It has completely dominated the
Internet. We’ve all seen the TikToks: people attempting
to make those traditional Dalgona cookies, people poking
fun at Gen-Z if they participated in the games, cosplayers dressing up as the characters, even people who find
player 067 very attractive.
Ahmed Twaij, a journalist, filmmaker, and doctor wrote
an article for NBC, saying that on TikTok the hashtag
“#SquidGame” has been used over 22.8 billion times.

This series has everyone asking “what the actual f**k is a Dalgona
cookie?” (Image Courtesy of Netflix)

The real question is: is it over-hyped? The answer:
Well, that depends on if you’ve seen the show or not.
As someone who has recently finished the show,
I can say that I’ve been left with many questions.
Now don’t worry, there won’t be any spoilers, but
I can say that this show is filled with drama, plot
twists, plot holes, and will leave you with so many
questions.
A show about people in severe debt, playing childish games, and getting killed if they lose—how on
Earth did it become an overnight sensation that
completely dominates the Internet? The main character, Seong Gi-Hun, is in severe debt and tries his
hardest to find a way to make money to save his sick
mother and support his young daughter. He is the
cliché kind of person who drinks away his problems
and spends the little money that he has. He goes
against any advice that anyone gives him, until it
starts to really affect him. In the show, we learn that
his sickly mother does not have medical insurance
and he can’t afford the bills because he gambled all
their money away, so he gets desperate. He begins
to do whatever it will take to earn the money.
He’s so desperate that he agrees to play a children’s game with some stranger in a suit at the
subway station. Now, why would he agree to play
some game with a random person? The wager was
100,000 won (about $84 USD). Granted, in the U.S.,
that’s not much money, but it was almost enough
for Gi-Hun to pay for his mother’s medical bills.
Of course, the show couldn’t stop there, that was
only the beginning. The strange man offers Gi-Hun
that cursed card that we’ve all seen, the one with
the circle, square, and triangle. A phone number is
on the back, and as with all suspicious cards, it’s a

suspicious number. But of course there would be no
show without Gi-Hun calling the number and realizing that if he played some childish games and won,
he’d earn a substantial amount of money.
6 games, 456 players, only one winner. As viewers,
you’d think “eliminated” would mean sent home,
but oh boy is that wrong. The first game, ‘Red Light,
Green Light,’ is your typical juvenile game where
someone says “green light,” and you move as far as
you can, then they say “red light,” and you stop. If
you move, you’re out. Little does the audience know
that when someone’s out, that’s the end of the line…
for good. You lose, you die. Each person that dies,
means 100 million won (about $84,000 USD) added
to the total. 45.6 billion won (about $38 million USD)
is now at stake.
This show leaves viewers biting their nails and
hanging on to the edge of their seats as 456 turns to
1. Unique main characters that each have a different story make for good television. Not only is each
character special in their own way, but the writer,
Hwang Dong-hyuk, created characters that are easy
to get attached to and sympathize with. In this show’s
case, it stirs strong emotions in the viewers as they
watch players get eliminated throughout the course
of nine episodes.
This morbid, dark, mysterious thriller K-drama
has shocked and enticed audiences in over 90 countries. It has dominated almost every social media
algorithm. It has everyone asking, “How do I make
these cookies properly?”
But one question still remains: Is it over-hyped?
Quite frankly, yes, but it’s making history before our
very eyes as it inches closer to becoming the most
streamed series on Netflix.

Harry Styles’ Love On Tour
Harry Styles is one of the most successful English musicians of this generation.
He was in one of the most successful boy
bands ever, One Direction, which was
formed on the X Factor in 2010. After
they split, all the band members went on
to pursue solo careers, with Harry Styles
becoming one of the most successful
former One Direction members. He has
recently embarked on his Love On Tour
to promote his second album, Fine Line.
While on tour, Harry has already had some
interesting things happen on his tour like
a fan asking for dating advice, Harry doing
a gender reveal for a couple, a sighting of
former 1D member Louis Tomlinson by a
fan, and much more.
Harry Styles played cupid for a fan at a
show in Minnesota when he offered her
some relationship advice. When he saw a
fan holding a sign that said “Should I text
him?” he responded by asking the fan if
the guy was nice to her and the fan’s friend
replied “no.” The crowd booed and Harry
explained “in my opinion, if you should
[text him], this isn’t even a question,”
he said. When sharing what he would do
in the situation, he said, “My personal
opinion is that if there’s any sort of games,
trash! Trash! Trash! Not for you!” His response was something that sounded like
it was from The Notebook, which gained
a lot of attention on social media to the
point where “TRASH, TRASH, TRASH!”
was trending on Twitter.
At a show in Chicago, Harry gave out
even more love advice when he saw a sign
that said “Help me get my boyfriend to
propose to me.” After the sign caught his
attention, Styles asked the couple how

long they’ve been together and noted, “Seven years, oh, I can’t help you. … What’s the
hold up, Lucas? It’s a thing, you know, you
love each other and you’re best friends.” He
added with a shrug, “Just do it. It’s fine, you
don’t have to do it now, but she’s your best
friend, just do it, you know what I mean?
Just give her what she wants!” After looking
into Lucas’ eyes, he concluded, “Yeah, he’s
going to do it.”
In addition to love, Harry has been supporting the LGBTQ+ community at his concerts in multiple ways. He frequently waves
around LGBTQ+ pride and bisexual flags at
his concerts, and wears different colors for
every show. For example, he wore an orange
outfit with an orange boa for his show in
Nashville, which could be another nod to the
LGBTQ+ community. Harry also waved the
bisexual flag during a show in September,
which is Bisexual Visibility month, to show
support forthe Bi community.
Harry Styles always makes sure to include
some funny and sweet moments on stage for
his fans. During another show in Nashville,
he did a gender reveal for a couple. As Harry
opened the envelope decorated with blue
and pink question marks, he said “don’t
worry there’s another [blank piece of paper].
… Woo-hoo, you know, I revel in these moments because I know everything and you
don’t.” After a countdown from the crowd,
Harry revealed the fan would be having “a
little baby girl.” As the audience started
cheering, he began tearing up.
In addition to these more touching moments, Harry’s tour has also seen some
funny moments. For example, when Harry
was singing “Sign Of The Times,” he paused
briefly to laugh at a joke a fan wrote on their
sign. The fan recorded the moment and
posted the video on Twitter, captioning it
“HARRY LAUGHING AT MY JOKE OMG

THIS IS THE BEST THING THAT HAS EVER HAPPENED TO ME.” Additionally, during Love On Tour,
Harry started singing about a fan dressed as a banana.
He first sang about this during his show in Detroit and
has continued to sing about it during “Watermelon
Sugar” ever since. Fans seem to love these new lyrics
because they laugh every time he sings them. Harry
is a great performer who knows how to get the crowd
going and put on a show while leaving some easter eggs
behind for fans to find.
Clearly, Harry’s tour is going to be an interesting and
successful one. He has proven himself to be a relationship guru because he has offered love advice to fans
many times during his tour. He has also proven that he
supports all kinds of love between all different people,
making everyone feel included at his shows. Harry
creating these fun and adorable moments on stage for
his fans to enjoy during his shows proves his talent as
a natural born performer. Undoubtedly, Harry is an
incredible artist who many people enjoy watching and
he uses his shows to make people feel less alone.
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NCAA Title IX Loophole—Female Athletes Take on Saint
Mary’s Sports

An insight into the deep-seated misogyny of collegiate sports, and its correlation to Saint Mary’s. (Image Courtesy CNN)

In March 2018, Sedona
Prince, a women’s basketball
player for Oregon University,
posted a tik tok that went viral.
It highlighted the disturbing
difference between the men’s
and women’s weight rooms
during the notorious March
Madness. One was adorned
with a variety of weights and
equipment, while the other had
a small rack of hand weights
and dumbbells. Can you guess

which room was for the men’s
team? If you could not tell, the
men’s room was the one stacked
with equipment, while the women’s room lacked all but a couple
of dumbbells. This explicit act
of misogyny by the NCAA has
attracted more attention to the
issues of sexism, specifically
within collegiate sports.
Many questioned whether the
obvious difference in quality between men’s and women’s tournaments was legal under Title
IX, preventing discrimination
on the basis of sex. However,

according to NBC, in the NCAA
v. Smith case, the NCAA is no
longer required to abide by the
regulations of Title IX. This is
due to the fact that NCAA is
not federally funded, unlike the
colleges and universities that
comprise them. Despite this,
they have claimed to voluntarily
adhere to Title IX, but their actions say otherwise.
Although this might seem like
a larger issue at play, women’s
athletes at Saint Mary ’s have
also revealed their similar experiences. “Coaches would tell us

How We Can Reflect on SMC
Sports History

Odell Johnson received an Alumni Award in 2016 (Image Courtesy Saint Mary’s Alumni Page)

It’s 1971 and tensions are high.
1970 was a revolutionary decade
in Saint Mary’s history: Women
were being admitted to campus
for the first time and the racial
climate in America was undergoing a massive shift. However,
reality became incredibly clear
at the sudden firing of Odell
Johnson. Johnson was a critical
part of Saint Mary’s culture and
the decision left people reeling,
with the Black community being
most impacted.
Odell Previously played on
the basketball team of the 1950s,
being one of two black members.
The firing of Odell Johnson

shocked many and outraged
Black students all over SMC.
Many of the students then saw
Johnson as a support system
in the community that already
alienated them. A local newspaper reported that “The firing
outraged many minority students
who regarded Johnson as one of
them. [He was] their friend and
protector in an isolated setting.”
The resounding effects of this
decision led to months of Black
student pushback, protests, and
demands for a more supported
community. It all took precedence when, suddenly, the starting five members of the basketball team walked off the court

in protest of the decision. The
students were all Black men and
the repercussions robbed them
of their scholarship, community
standing, and position.
This year marks the 50th anniversary of the walkouts, which
makes me wonder what we have
learned. The current population
of Black students exists at 5%.
This looks even smaller in the
current Black athlete population.
To break it down, there is one
Black woman on the Women’s
Basketball team, three Black men
on the men’s Basketball team,
one Black woman on the Tennis
team, and four on the Women’s
Soccer team.

to eat better and lose weight, it’s
a big mental strain on women,”
says a player who would like
to remain anonymous. With
already impossible body standards, women, even more so,
women athletes, feel immense
pressure from outsiders as well
as coaches to lose weight and
look a certain way.
“There is a strong correlation
between women’s collegiate
sports and struggles with mental
health and eating disorders,”
says our source. According to
The Sport Journal, 84% of col-

I spoke to a former SMC student, Hind, who left the college
to pursue a professional career
in tennis. She was drawn to the
small campus and the coaching
staff. I asked her about her experience at SMC and she admitted
that she hadn’t faced too much
culture shock, but acknowledged
that there are other Black students who have. “Personally,
there have been moments of microaggressions against me as
a student.” She goes on to talk
about a moment of feeling isolated when a professor used the
N-word. She has also witnessed
friends being ostracized because
of their race.
While the population of Black
Saint Mary’s students has shifted
significantly (it was reported as
18% of the population in 1970),
there is a lot to say about the
number of Black students in
critical positions around campus such as those in academics,
sports, and leadership. There’s a
conversation to be had about the
fact that more can be done. There
are numerous Black students
with stories of how professors
have used derogatory terms in
front of them and in reference to
them. Most occasions go underreported because of the lack of
knowledge of BIRT, committees,
or people to speak to. In the last
decade, Black students have
been demanding better support
through End the Silence, the
Twenty demands, Black student
leadership, and the BLM subcommittee. There are spaces, yes,
but they are being created by the
students themselves.

lege athletes have suffered from
dysfunctional eating habits
like excessive eating, bingeing,
fasting, etc. With the copious
amounts of training and exercise
required of athletes, the dire
need to refuel is disregarded
to satisfy or exceed the goals of
their coaching staff. Oftentimes,
there seems to be this misconception that performance
is linked to an athlete’s body
type or build. This destructive
mindset has deep and lasting
effects on athletes, reinforcing
unhealthy eating habits that encourage women to loathe their
natural selves.
Not only do body standards
plague women’s sports, but
also the lack of representation.
“Men’s sports are more advertised and tend to have a lot more
funding,” our source shared.
Reiterated by Prince’s experience at the NCAA tournament,
women’s sports are typically
shoved in the shadow of men’s,
constantly undervalued and
under-promoted. Many tend to
argue that women’s sports receive less viewership than men’s;
however, it’s difficult to compete
when women’s sports are seldom
announced or advertised.
The devastating reality behind
female athletes perpetuates
itself through outdated and inexcusable methods of training.
Women are perceived as moldable clay that can be stretched
and adjusted to their coach’s liking. However, as female athletes
have begun to speak out, change
is gradually being made.

Athletic
Schedule
Golf - Wolf Pack Classic: 10/11-10/12 at
Reno, NV
Men’s Tennis - Saint
Mary’s Invite: 10/1310/16, 9:00 a.m.
Women’s Tennis ITA Regional Championship: 10/16-10/19,
at Palo Alto, CA
Men’s Soccer - Oregon State Game:
10/15, 6:00 p.m., at
Corvallis, OR
Volleyball - University of the Pacific
Game: 10/15, 7:00
p.m.
Cross Country Bronco Invite: 10/16,
Santa Clara, CA
Women’s Soccer Portland: 10/16, 1:00
p.m.

